Introduction {#s1}
============

*Borrelia hermsii*and other species that cause relapsing fever are noted for their evasion of the host's adaptive immunity through multi-phasic antigenic variation \[[@R1]\]. A change in antigenic identity, or serotype, of a cell is the consequence of a spontaneous, non-reciprocal transposition, in which a previously silent allele for a surface protein supplants another allele occupying an expression site through a stochastic recombination \[[@R2]\]. We call this genetic event and the accompanying change in phenotype a "switch." The serotype of a cell is determined by the expression of one out of several Variable Major Proteins (VMP) \[[@R3]\]. The serotype-specific antibodies that are elicited by cells expressing the prevailing VMP over time rise to a concentration sufficiently high to clear that particular serotype from the blood, i.e. at \~10^7^ bacteria per milliliter \[[@R4]\]. The minority of cells expressing a different VMP, to which the vertebrate host has not previously been exposed, continue to proliferate in the presence of the initial immune response. But as numbers of cells expressing the different VMP increase, adaptive immunity to that serotype follows in turn. Other serotypes and the immune responses to them succeed until either the host dies, or the VMP repertoire is exhausted and the host recovers (reviewed in \[[@R4]\]). 

These events occur among linear plasmids, which are each in approximate equal numbers with chromosomes in a cell \[[@R4]-[@R6]\]. A single chromosome and each of the several types of linear and circular plasmids constitute a single genome. Inactive, or silent versions of genes for VMPs occur on five different plasmids, while the expression site, defined by a particular promoter and an upstream enhancer, occurs on only one plasmid \[[@R7],[@R8]\]. If there was one genome per cell, which is the case for most bacteria under natural conditions, the daughter cell with the recently switched VMP gene may go through a transitional period where the both the remaining VMP molecules and the newly-made VMPs are represented at the cell's surface. But given the turnover of membranes in *Borrelia* spp. \[[@R9]\], this phenotypic lag would probably be less than the generation time of 5 to 8 hours \[[@R4]\]. But what if there were several genomes in the cell, as is the case for the several *Borrelia* species that cause relapsing fever, as well as the agents of Lyme disease \[[@R10],[@R11]\]? These genomes are tandemly-arrayed along the lengths of these filamentous cells. As Hinnebusch and Bendich described it, the "DNA content of a borrelia is not contained within a central condensed nucleoid, as it is for *E. coli*, but instead is distributed throughout the approximately 20-µm length of the spirochete during most stages of growth" \[[@R12]\]. The rate of switching from expression of one VMP was estimated as 10^-4^ to 10^-3^ per cell per generation \[[@R13],[@R14]\], so the likelihood of two or more independent genetic switches occurring the same cell is very low. How then do cells contend with their hazardous environment containing antibodies targeted to them if only one of its several genomes has undergone a switch? We address this question here. 

We follow the Oxford English Dictionary in defining a cell as "polyploid" when it contains "more than two homologous sets of chromosomes" \[[@R15]\]. When there are two or more haploid genomes in a cell, we have to consider whether relationships of "recessive" and "dominant" apply \[[@R16]\]. All microbes, no matter how many genomes, have to contend with the inevitable phenotypic lag while proteins turnover \[[@R17]\]. But our interest here is the delay is imposed on polyploid organisms by "segregation lag," that is, the number of generations that elapse before identical genomes with respect to the genotype of interest is achieved \[[@R18]\]. 

For this study, we apply "homozygous" to a cell in which all copies of its genomes are identical at the locus of interest, in this case the expression site of gene for a VMP, which, for an example, we name VMP1. "Heterozygous" refers then to a cell in which *at least one* of its genomes has a different allele at the specified locus. This definition also holds for cells in which *all but one* of its genomes has the variant allele. It would apply to any genome copy number of ≥ 2, of course. But the cases of greatest interest for us have genome copy numbers ≥ 4, since there may be four complete or near-complete dichotomously replicating chromosomes during rapid growth of bacteria, e.g. *Escherichia coli*, that have only a single chromosome under slow growth conditions \[[@R19],[@R20]\]. For this study we also assume that a recently switched gene for a different VMP, which we name VMP2, is "recessive." That is, the antigenic identity of cell is dominated by the original VMP---VMP1 in the example---until that protein is absent from the cell's surface. Plausibly, some VMP1 molecules persist on the surface but so sparsely that the circulating specific antibodies to VMP1 have no effect on the cells. In other words, the cell may still be strictly heterozygous in genotype but the phenotype is effectively pure VMP2, not a mélange of new VMP2 and retained VMP1. But for simplicity, we specify that the newly-transposed *vmp2* allele is strongly recessive and that only when identity of all genomes at this locus is achieved can the cell evade specific immunity to VMP1-expressing cells in its environment. 

Conceivably, a newly-switched expression site (e.g. with *vmp*2) somehow either silences or out-expresses the unsubstituted expression loci in the cell's other genomes. An epigenetic phenomenon like this could effect a phenotype change sooner than expected in post-switch lineages. This may be the case for *Azotobacter vinelandii*, which may have up to 80 copies of its chromosome per cell \[[@R21]\]. But lacking evidence to the contrary, we here assume that in *Borrelia* cells all the *vmp* expression sites in the cell have equivalent transcriptional activity. 

Two other assumptions for the modeling are, first, random pool replication, i.e. each of the genomes is replicated once per generation \[[@R22]\], and, second, equal-number segregation of genomes at division through a faithful partitioning mechanism \[[@R23]\]. The reports of Hinnebusch et al. and Lopez et al. on plasmid stability in *Borrelia* spp. over long periods of serial cultivation provide justification for these assumptions \[[@R10],[@R24]\].

We are left then with these three specifications for the model: (1) The polyploid cell has to be homozygous for *vmp*2 (or another VMP gene), if it is to avoid the immunity that has been elicited by its VMP1-expressing (VMP1^+^) predecessors. (2) Replicons are equably reproduced and distributed. (3) The post-switch, newly-activated allele is recessive, and there is no silencing or other expression bias favoring newly-switched loci. Under these conditions the question then is how soon---measured in number of generations---can homozygosity be achieved? Presumably, the longer a bacterium and its descendants retain a complete or partial VMP1^+^ phenotype, either as a homozygote or heterozygote, the longer it is at risk of neutralization or clearance by the prevailing immunity against VMP1. 

How genomes segregate at division is an important factor. The two options we consider are, first, random but equable segregation of unimpeded genomes in a 3-dimensional space, like a sphere, and, second, segregation outcomes that depend on genome locations in a linear or 1-dimensional array. The latter circumstance, termed "linear segregation," would seem to apply to *Borrelia* spp., what with their filamentous shapes and tandemly-arrayed genomes in single file. But the consequences of this or other arrangement for antigenic variation have not been fleshed out. Accordingly, our starting point is this null hypothesis: random segregation is indistinguishable from linear segregation in terms of number of generations to achieve homozygosity. By "indistinguishable" we mean within one generation. This hypothesis was addressed through simulations, after first carrying out an empirical study of the number of genomes per cell during infection of a mouse.

Materials and Methods  {#s2}
======================

**Strain and culture conditions.** The "Browne Mountain" isolate of *B. hermsii* strain HS1 (BioSample SAMN04481062) was originally obtained by Willy Burgdorfer in 1968 from an *Ornithodoros hermsi* tick collected in eastern Washington in 1968 \[[@R25]\]. Twenty-five different serotypes, each identified by a single number, e.g. serotype 21, were isolated from this population by Stoenner et al. \[[@R14]\] and further characterized by Restrepo et al. \[[@R26]\]. The complete genome of this isolate of *B. hermsii* has been sequenced \[[@R8]\]. All serotype stocks in plasma from infected mice were kept frozen at -80°C. For the present study, serotype 7 was cloned again by limiting dilution in immunodeficient mice \[[@R27]\]. Serotype identity was confirmed by sequencing of the expression site for the VMP genes on plasmid as described \[[@R26]\]. Cells of strain HS1's serotype 33 were cultivated in BSK II broth medium supplemented with 12 percent rabbit serum at 34°C \[[@R28]\].

**Cell counts by microscopy.** Spirochetes were counted by phase-contrast microscopy of a Petroff-Hausser counting chamber with a depth of 20 µm (Hausser Scientific) and under 400x magnification. A volume of 4.5 μl plasma or culture medium was placed in the chamber, and spirochetes in 400 squares were counted. Lengths of spirochetes were determined from digital photographs of phase-contrast microscopy fields that included for calibration the 50 µm divisions of the counting chamber. Each spirochete was measured 10 times by tracing along its length with ImageJ (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/) and converting pixels to µm. 

**Mouse infection.** Five adult female CB17-*Prkdc*^scid^/J mice with severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) (Jackson Laboratories) were inoculated intraperitoneally with serotype 7 cells in 100 μl of infected plasma diluted in phosphate-buffered saline with 5 mM MgCl~2~. The group of mice were monitored daily for the presence of spirochetes by phase-contrast microscopy of a wet mount of tail vein blood. Once spirochete densities had reached their peak, the mice were terminally bled under anesthesia by cardiac puncture with heparin-coated syringes. Blood samples were briefly centrifuged at 93 x *g* for 1 min in a table top centrifuge to reduce the concentration of erythrocytes prior to microscopy of the plasma and DNA extractions.

**Quantitative PCR.** DNA was extracted with the Qiagen QIAmp DNA kit from plasma depleted of erythrocytes and erythrocytes and with the Qiagen DNeasy kit from *B. hermsii* cells of *in vitro* cultures. PCR reactions were carried out as described \[[@R13]\]. The forward primer, reverse primer, and probe for the single-copy 16S ribosomal RNA gene were 5'-GGTCAAGACTGACGCTGAGTCA-3', 5'-GGCGGCACACTTAACACGTTAG-3', and 5'-TCTACGCTGTAAACGATGCACACTTGGTG-3', respectively. The DNA standard was total genomic DNA extracted using a phenol-chloroform protocol, as described \[[@R29]\]. Genome copies in the standard were calculated from the total DNA concentration, as determined by spectrometry, with a mass for a single *B. hermsii* genome size of 1.5 fg \[[@R8]\]. The qPCR result was the mean of three replicates. The linear slope of 16S ribosomal RNA gene copies regressed on cells counted by microscopy was \~1 over a 100-fold range \[[@R4]\]. 

**Statistics.** Descriptive statistics, frequency distributions, and linear regressions were carried out with SYSTAT v. 13 (SYSTAT Software, Inc.). Unless otherwise specified, variances were 95 percent confidence intervals (95 percent CI). Confidence intervals for ratios were calculated with SAS/STAT v. 9.2 (SAS Institute, Inc.). Probabilities of different outcomes for linearly-segregated genomes were exact. The likelihoods of specified genome compositions in a growing population of cells undergoing random segregations were inferred using Excel v. 14.7 (Microsoft, Inc.) and the hypergeometric function HYPGEOM.DIST. 

**Computer models.** Two Python programs were written for each of the types of genome segregation under consideration: linear and random. The endpoints for both programs were the number of generations that elapse before at least one cell in the population was homozygous with respect to a variant allele for a new serotype. The independent variable was the number of genomes in a cell. In the linear segregation model the outcomes vary according to the randomly-determined position of the switched genome in a linear array. But from that initial state onwards, i.e., as cells divide and the population expands, the probabilities were exact. In the random segregation model, stochasticity applied both for the initial state and then the distribution of genomes within cells as the population increased. For both models means and variances (standard error) from 1000 runs of the program were calculated. 

Another Python program simulated both the growth of the pathogen and antibody response to it. It was derived from Frank's model for African trypanosome infections \[[@R30]\]. The serotype-specific antibody concentration, *a*, in Frank's equation 1 was replaced by *a*(1 + *a*/*b*) where *a* is the serotype-specific antibody concentration and the *b* parameter represents synergy between antibodies in their effect on the bacteria as their concentrations increase. Other parameters in the model were the following: the number of possible serotypes, the range of switch rates, the amount of specific antibody to the serotype at time 0, the number of cells of a given serotype that would elicit a half maximal antibody response, the loss of specific antibody by degradation, the carrying capacity (maximum density) of the host for the bacterium, a constant that represents the rate of death of the bacteria in the presence of specific antibody, the growth rate of bacteria, and the accumulation rate for the specific antibody. We solved this system of equations using a distribution of Python from Enthought (Austin, TX), and a finite difference method with forward Euler time steps \[[@R31]\], which are specified in their number and length. Rather than supplying a random matrix of switch rates, we evolved sets of switch rates within specified ranges \[[@R30],[@R32]\]. The program starts with matrix of random switch rates within the given range (e.g. 10^-6^ to 10^-3^ per generation) in a (*n*-1) by (*n*-1) matrix, where *n* is the number of serotypes. For each set of conditions the program is run 1000 times and each matrix is evaluated for the sum of bacterial cells at each time step. The duration of infection after 1000 runs was recorded. To account for more than one genome in a cell, the switch rate was multiplied by the number of cells that were present *g* number of generations earlier, where *g* is the number of generations for a polyploid cell to become homozygous for a new allele. Each simulation with a given set of values was replicated 5 to 10 times. 

The three programs (linear_segregation, random_segregation, and infection_model) are available at https://github.com/borrelialab/Borrelia-genome-copy. 

Results {#s3}
=======

**Genome copy number.** We first revisited the question of the number of genomes in a *Borrelia* cell. Kitten et al., using both hybridization with probes and intercalation of a dye into double-stranded DNA, estimated that the mean copy number per cell was 16 (11-20) for the chromosome and 14 (11-18) for the plasmid bearing the expression site for VMP genes for spirochetes in the blood of infected mice \[[@R11]\]. The ratio of \~1 expression site plasmid for each chromosome holds for different spirochete densities in culture and phases of growth (unpublished findings). For the present study we used quantitative PCR of a stably-maintained, single-copy chromosomal gene and microscopic counts of whole cells to estimate genome copy numbers. A possible confounder for this analysis were agglomerates of organisms. Spirochetes divide by binary transverse fission \[[@R33]\], so it was possible that a fraction of the cells in the population were in chains of two or more cells. There could also be entangled spirochetes \[[@R28]\]. If these were counted as single cells, genome copy numbers could be overestimated. We assessed the frequency of these forms for *B. hermsii* growing in broth medium. This was preferable to blood, because of greater accuracy of length measurements in the absence of other cellular elements, such as platelet and fibrin strands. In a previous study of cells growing in culture or mouse blood we did not observe a difference in the distributions of lengths of *B. hermsii* under these two conditions \[[@R11]\]. Since this strain of *B. hermsii* does not grow as colonies on solid medium, we could not perform colony counts. 

The spirochetes were cultivated in the broth medium at 34°C and were studied in log-phase of growth, when the cell density was \~10^6^/ml. The lengths of 193 randomly-selectedcells were determined by image analysis of photomicrographs and calibration of the pixels with a scale in µm in the photographs. The lengths were measured end-to-end without adjustment for amplitude of the tightly helical cells. [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the frequency distribution of the cell lengths. A similar distribution of lengths of another relapsing fever species was found by Bates et al. in their study of the blood of an animal model \[[@R34]\]. In the present study the mean length was 25.9 µm, the standard deviation was 8.9, the standard deviation interval was 17.0 to 34.9 µm, and the median length was 24.7 µm. Only 6 (3 percent) of the 193 cells were greater than 2 standard deviations than the mean in length. Some of these appeared to be daughter cells that had physically-separate protoplasmic cylinders but retained a transient attachment by a residual fusion of outer membranes. Occasional pairs of tethered cells may have counted as single cells but this false assignment would have had a negligible (≤ 3 percent) effect on determinations of genome copies per cell.  

To estimate the number of genomes per cell, five SCID mice were each inoculated with \~50 cells of serotype 7, and then the infection was monitored by microscopy of tail vein blood. As soon as the density of spirochetes in the blood reached its expected peak \[[@R4]\], anti-coagulated blood was obtained. After a brief centrifugation, plasma from each sample was pooled, mixed, and then divided into 6 aliquots. These were individually subjected to microscopic quantitation of cells and qPCR for respective determinations of cell and genome counts per milliliter. The mean cell count was 3.3 (2.9-3.7) x 10^7^, and the mean genome count was 75 (47-100) x 10^7^. From this we calculated that there were a mean of 22 (12-32) genomes per cell in this population in the blood. If the genomes were distributed along the length of the cell, as previous studies of *Borrelia* spp. indicated \[[@R11],[@R12]\], there would \~1 genome for every micron of cell length. The copy genome copy number by qPCR was somewhat higher than our previous estimate for bacteria in the blood \[[@R11]\], but the confidence intervals overlapped.

For this simulation-based investigation of the consequences of polyploidy for *B. hermsii*, the simplest case is of a cell just after division. Among the genomes of this hypothetical cell, there is single one that that has different expressed VMP allele. For the simulation we assume that the switch occurred during replication in the parent, resulting in distribution of the switched genome to the one daughter cell but not the other. If the mean number of genomes per cell in the population is 22, then the mean number genomes immediately after the division is 22 divided by log~e~ 2, or 32 \[[@R35]\]. Each daughter cell then would have on average \~16 genomes.

**Segregation of genomes.** [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows schematically three examples of daughter cells with 10 genomes per cell. Each was bequeathed a single switched genome from the parent. (The second daughter cell did not have a switched genome and is not shown.) The leftmost and center cells are shown as filaments, have tandemly-arrayed genomes, and segregate linearly. The two cells differ in the position of the newly-switched genome in the line of genomes. Counting from the left, when the switched genome is in position one, at least one cell of the progeny is homozygous for the new VMP by generation 4. However, if the variant genome is at position three, then not until generation 5 could a homozygous cell for the new VMP be expected. 

The rightmost cell is shown as a sphere rather than as a filament for convenience of presentation, but the genomic arrangement it depicts is plausibly possible for cylindrical cell as well as a spherical one. The point is that the initial position of the switched genome in this daughter cell does not matter. According to this model, the genomes are equably but randomly distributed to daughter cells during subsequent divisions in that population. The likelihood for each of the possible configurations of switched and non-switched genomes can be exactly calculated, as exemplified in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. The state only through generation 2 is shown, but it is apparent that it may be several more generations before homozygosity for the new VMP is achieved under these conditions. 

The effect of genome copy number and position on the outcome of linear segregation is summarized in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. This shows the mean number of generations for a population to achieve at least one homozygous cell for the new VMP by genome copy number. As an example, consider two cells, one with 7 genomes and the other with 8, each with one switched genome right after a division. In the 7-genome cell, a homozygous cell for the variant could be achieved in three generations for two of the possible 7 positions and in four generations for the other 5 positions, for a mean of 3.71 generations for all permutations. In contrast, for the lineage of 8-genome cells homozygosity is achieved in four generations, no matter what the position of switched genome is in the cell. Cells with other integer exponents of 2 (2^*n*^), e.g. 16 (2^4^), for genome copy number faster achievement of homozygosity than cells with fewer genomes but not in powers of 2. 

The greater variation in outcomes and the greater lag to homozygosity for populations with randomly-segregating genomes is shown in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. This summarizes the outputs of two simulation programs: one for randomly-segregating genomes (top) and the other for linearly-segregating genomes (bottom). Both cases specify cells with 16 genomes after division. By generation 14 (i.e. 16,384 cells) of a population beginning from one cell, 1024 cells in population with linearly-segregating genomes are homozygous for the new VMP and 15,360 are homozygous for the old VMP. There are no heterozygotes. On the other hand, after generation 14 in the population with the randomly-segregating genomes there are about the same number of cells with no switched genes, but on average only 10 cells are homozygous for the new VMP after 14 generations. The rest of the descendants of the switch genome are distributed in various numbers among the other heterozygous cells, all of which would presumably be expressing the old VMP and be susceptible to immunity elicited by that VMP. A simulation of outcomes for populations featuring randomly- and linearly-segregating genomes in 10 copies revealed a similar pattern. However, there are still expected to be a few heterozygous cells in the population of linearly-segregating cells, because of the asymmetries at divisions for genome copy numbers that are not powers of 2 (Figure S1 of Supplementary Material, Appendix A). 

[Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} summarizes results of applying the hypergeometric distribution for inferring probabilities of outcomes for populations with randomly-segregating genomes of different copy numbers. In the top panel of the figure the dependent variable is the number of generations to produce a homozygous daughter cell for the new VMP. It was 15 generations by this analysis. This compares with 4 generations for the population of cells with 16 linearly-segregating genomes. For lower panel of the figure the dependent variable is the probabilities of a homozygous variant cell in the population with randomly-segregating genomes by different copy number.

**Infection model with different genome copy numbers.** The theoretical advantage of linear segregation for expeditiously achieving homozygosity of an otherwise recessive allele is clear. But does polyploidy make any difference for the infection itself, such as for the duration of infection? For a polyploid organism there are more genomes in which a "mutation" or gene switch might occur each generation, but weighed against this advantage is the consequent generational lag before a descendent cell achieved homozygosity for new serotype. We first examined the consequences of polyploidy with a discrete deterministic model under the following initial conditions: an expanding population starting from a single cell of one serotype, a switch rate to a new serotype that ranged from 10^-3^ to 10^-6^ per genome per generation, a number of genomes per cell that ranged from 1 to 32, and a constant cell density at which the immune response to the infecting serotype clears cells with that phenotype. In this case, this was generation 25 of binary reproduction. This would be 16,777,216 (\~2 x 10^7^) bacteria per milliliter, which is the approximate density achieved by *B. hermsii* in immunocompetent *Mus musculus* before clearance by antibody begins \[[@R4],[@R36]\]. The endpoint for this simulation was the number of cells that were homozygous for the new serotype at the generation of peak density. We also examined the relative fitness, or fold increase, of polyploid cells over cells with single genomes under these various conditions.

For each specified switch rate, the number of cells homozygous for the new serotype increased with greater numbers of genomes for each of the specified switch rates ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The comparative advantages over a single genome cell, as the numbers of genomes per cell increased, was greatest for a switch rate of 10^-6^ and least for a switch rate of 10^-3^. But under a switch rate of 10^-6^ and at time when immune clearance commenced in this simulation, homozygous switched cells were rarer than in populations with higher switch rates. In population sizes of a hundred or less, variants may be vulnerable to extinction by bottlenecks imposed by non-immune mechanisms, such as filtering by the spleen \[[@R37],[@R38]\]. In contrast, when the switch rates were 10^-5^ or higher and when there were 8 or 16 genomes per cell, there would be 10^3^ to 10^5^ cells of the new serotype circulating at the time of antibody clearance of cells of the original serotype. These estimates from the simulations were similar to the experimental finding of 1300-2500 bacteria remaining in the blood after clearance of cells of the infecting serotype by the serotype-specific immune response in infected mice \[[@R4],[@R36]\]. 

We next included the immune response of the host and selected parameters associated with that, such as rate of increase in serotype-specific antibody levels and degradation of antibody. The segregation of genomes was assumed to be linear, and genome number cashed out in the model as "generation lag", i.e., the number of generations for a daughter cell to be homozygous for a new VMP gene after a switch in one of the genomes at time 0. The lag was the *n* exponent value when 2^*n*^ were the genome copies. The lag ranged from 0 for lineage of one genome cells to 8 for a more improbable lineage of cells each with 256 genomes. The model also applied a matrix of randomly-applied switch rates that were bounded at their upper and lower limits within a range specified at input and were then evolved over a 1000 runs for the specific set of conditions to maximize duration of infection. While this was designed to "select" for an optimal matrix, the particular characteristics of an output matrix depended on stochastic events, i.e. the timing of a randomly-generated switch in an expanding population. For this reason up to 10 replicates of the simulation were carried out for each set of conditions. 

Figure 7 summarizes the results of this simulation for three different ranges of switch rates per genome per generation: 10^-6^ to 10^-3^, 10^-7^ to 10^-4^, and 10^-8^ to 10^-5^. The number of serotypes was 12. Specific antibody appeared after there were at least 100 bacteria and then accumulated at a rate equivalent to the doubling rate for the bacteria, as we had noted \[[@R4]\]. The values for other parameters are given in the legend for the figure. The dependent variable was the duration of infection in arbitrary time units over continuous scale. When there were no switches and, consequently, no antigenic variation, the duration of infection was \~50 time steps. This was the outcome when the generation lag was long and the switch rate was low. When antigenic variation occurred at a high enough frequency for variant cells to appear before antibody accumulations reached a neutralizing level, the infection was extended. Infection duration was least for cells with only one genome. It increased in time for all sets of switch rates as genome copies increased, up to the point when there was too much generation lag for a given switch rate range (e.g. 7 when the switch range was 10^-7^ to 10^-4^). As the critical nexus of long generation lag and low switch rate was approached, the variances of the outcomes among the replicates increased (e.g. a generation lag of 7 for a switch range of 10^-6^ to 10^-3^). For genome copies in range of 8 to 32 per cell the durations of infection were comparatively robust and were at or near its maximum---about 3-fold the durations for cells incapable of immune evasion---for all three sets of switch rates. As detailed in the next section, the overall range of 10^-8^ to 10^-3^ for switch rates encompassed rates that were observed in experimental infections \[[@R13]\]. 

**Re-evaluation of VMP switch rate in**B. hermsii. The estimate of the switch in serotype rate by Stoenner et al. was 10^-4^ to 10^-3^ per cell per generation \[[@R14]\]. We examined in more detail the data of that paper's Table V, which provided the frequencies of new serotypes in populations in mouse blood after immunosuppressed mice had been treated with serotype-specific antisera to the infecting serotype, in that case serotype 7. We applied a simple estimate of mutation rate (equivalent here to switch rate) that is based on the Poisson distribution and the proportions of the null class, i.e. no detectable variants in the replicate \[[@R39]\]. The frequencies of null class replicates were 20 of 20 for sample sizes of 333 cells, 14 of 20 for 1,000 cells, 4 of 20 for 10,000 cells, and none of 20 for 100,000 cells. On this basis, the switch rate for a population serotype 7 to any other serotype could more precisely be estimated as between 0.7 x 10^-4^ and 3.3 x 10^-4^ per cell per generation based. 

We also analyzed data from our previous study of serotype 7 and serotype 19 *B. hermsii*infections in mice \[[@R13]\]. Table 2 of the Supplementary Information for that paper provided 9 replicates each of infected mouse bloods for the quantitative determinations of the frequencies of serotype 7 in a growing population of serotype 19 cells and of serotype 19 in a growing population of serotype 7 cells. Although differential growth rates between wildtype and mutant can confound mutation rates estimates \[[@R18]\], our observation of mixtures of the two serotypes was that serotype 7 and serotype 19 grew at the same rate in mice \[[@R13]\]. A fluctuation analysis using FALCOR \[[@R40]\] was applied. The estimated switch rate (with 95 percent CI) for serotype 19 to serotype 7 was 1.5 (0.7-2.2) x 10^-4^ per cell per generation. The corresponding rate for cells of serotype 19, an infrequently observed serotype in mice during relapses \[[@R13]\], in a population of serotype 7 cells was 2.5 (2.3-4.9) x 10^-7^, a thousand-fold lower. If the count of cells with a new serotype for the population size when we measured it actually was the result of switches that occurred in genomes 3-4 generations earlier in the population's history, then the genome switch rates per generation in the blood of mice from serotype 19 to serotype 7 or from serotype 7 to any other serotype was \~10^-3^. 

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Ryan and Wainwright noted in 1954 that a mutation in only one of the "nuclei" of a bacterium with four chromosomes could result in a two-generation delay in the growth of a mutant clone in an environment selecting against the parent phenotype and called this phenomenon "segregation delay" \[[@R41]\]. Our observations from experiments and from computer simulations lead us to a similar conclusion about *Borrelia* species. There likely is a delay of a few generations in the complete change of phenotype of cells after a switch has occurred in one among the many tandemly-arrayed genomes, but it is not nearly so long as would be expected if the segregation of genomes was random.

By the criterion of duration of infection, there appear to be advantages of polyploidy over monoploidy for organisms with the adaptation of antigenic variation, and possibly for other forms of genetic variation in the face changing environment, such as transmission from one species of vertebrate host to another species. However, the advantage accrues only for the contingency of linear segregation. Under this mode of replication, there is the accumulation in the bacterial population of many heterozygotes, some descendants of which will be homozygotic for an antigen that is novel in the context of an the infected animal. As Lark remarked about organisms with multiple chromosomes, "\...non-random segregation can be viewed as a mechanism for preserving cell lineages with useful adaptation" \[[@R42]\].

Our studies focused on relapsing fever and one species, *B. hermsii*, in particular. Under the limits of the model, the favorable range of switch rates for linearly-segregating polyploid cells undergoing antigenic was similar to what was empirically observed in infected mice \[[@R14],[@R27]\]. Other *Borrelia* species of relapsing fever agents, such as *B. duttonii* and *B. turicatae*, have multiple VMP genes which sequentially manifest during relapses \[[@R1]\], so presumably the same circumstances apply. But what about that other clade in the family Borreliaceae, the agents of Lyme disease? There are multiple genomes in these spirochetes as well \[[@R12]\]. An antigenic variation system in *Borreliella (Borrelia) burgdorferi* involves the VlsE gene, which is located on a linear plasmid \[[@R43]\]. Instead of a complete or near-complete replacement of the antigen gene at an expression site, as occurs in *B. hermsii*, in *B. burgdorferi* there is the accumulation of more localized conversions that are sequentially templated by partial *vlsE* sequences at another locus. But the same challenge exists for *B. burgdorferi*: achieving homogeneous expression of the converted *vlsE* gene after a conversion event as soon as possible in an environment of circulating antibodies to the unaltered VlsE protein.
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![Schematic representation of outcomes of linear and random segregation of genomes in a hypothetical polyploid spirochete. Under both conditions at the outset (generation 0) one genome (red) of the has a different gene at the expression site and other 9 genomes (blue) have the prevalent gene of the ancestors. In the linear segregation model two different states at generation 0 are shown. These differ by the location of the genome with the switched gene in the 1-dimensional array. All possible daughter cells of the subsequent 4 generations are shown. In the random segregation model the genome with the switched gene is distributed among the cells of the subsequent 2 generations with probabilities shown.](yjbm_90_2_195_g02){#F2}

![Scatter plot of the mean number of generations for the appearance of a homozygous daughter cells with a new protein to occur in a population of bacteria undergoing linear segregation of genomes in different copy numbers. The linear regression curve for genomes numbering 2^*n*^, where *n* is an integer ranging from 0 to 4, is shown.](yjbm_90_2_195_g03){#F3}

![Frequency distributions of the number of cells with different proportions of genomes with a switched VMP gene in descendent populations 14 generations after the genetic switch in the ancestor. The cells in these populations have 16 genomes. The top panel shows the results under the condition of random segregation of genomes. The bottom panel shows the results under the condition of linear segregation. Error bars denote the standard errors.](yjbm_90_2_195_g04){#F4}

![Differences in outcomes in the generations until homozygosity for a switch gene is achieved under the random segregation and linear segregation models. The top panel gives the number of generations by number of genomes per cell. For the random segregation condition the plotted values are means calculated from a hypergeometric distribution. The best-fit curve (*R*^*2*^ = 0.998) is a second-order quadratic polynomial. For the linear segregation model the values are exact for genomes numbering 2^*n*^, where *n* is an integer ranging from 0 to 4. The best-fit curve (*R*^*2*^ = 1.0) is a logarithmic function. The bottom panel gives probability of a homozygous variant cell after four generations by the number of genomes per cell and when there is random segregation.](yjbm_90_2_195_g05){#F5}

![3-dimensional scatter plots with regression of the interaction of genome copy number (*x*-axis) and genetic switch rate (grouping variable) on the number of homozygous cells for the switch gene after 25 generations (*y*-axis). The relative fold-increase by in the proportion of switched cells. The designated switch rates shown are 10^-6^, 10^-5^, 10^-4^, and 10^-3^ per genome per generation. The copy number of genomes range from 1 (log~2~ 0) to 32 (log~2~ 5).](yjbm_90_2_195_g06){#F6}

![Box whisker plots of durations in arbitrary time units of infection by different generation lags in achievement of homozygosity for a switched gene in simulations that incorporate parameters for the host antibody response (see text). Matrices of evolved switch rates were in the ranges of 10^-6^ to 10^-3^, 10^-7^ to 10^-4^, and 10^-8^ to 10^-5^ per genome per generation. There were 300 time steps, each step being 0.1 in arbitrary time units. Serotype-specific antibody appeared and began to accumulate once there were at least 100 cells and at doubling rate equal to the doubling rate for the bacteria. The antibody synergy parameter (*b*) was 0.5. The antibody loss rate was 0.001. The carrying capacity, i.e. the maximum cell density, was 10^7^ cells per milliliter. The death rate constant for the bacteria once serotype-specific antibody appeared was 0.001. For each condition there were a 1000 runs and in 5 or 10 replicates. If the coefficient of variation was \>0.05 after 5 replicates, another 5 replicates of 1000 runs were carried out.](yjbm_90_2_195_g07){#F7}
